Alleviate medial epicondylitis with The Rolflex Pro
Medial epicondylitis, also known as golfer's elbow, is characterized
by pain from the elbow to the wrist on the inside (medial side) of
the elbow. The pain is caused by excessive and repetitive stress to
the tendons that bend the wrist toward the palm.
ROLFLEX PRO TECHNIQUES TO ADDRESS PAIN FROM GOLFER’S ELBOW:
Position your wrist between the therapy
arm and stabilizing arm of the Rolflex PRO.
Apply pressure with the middle of the yellow
roller aligned on the muscles your wrist and
medial forearm focusing on any sore spots
(trigger points). Continue to apply pressure
as you slowly flex and extend your wrist in a
waving motion. Carefully work your way up
towards the elbow.
WORK EACH TRIGGER POINT BETWEEN 30 AND 90 SECONDS.
Apply pressure with the yellow roller aligned
on the inside of your forearm, specifically
towards the medial portion where the
muscles attach to your elbow. Apply
pressure by squeezing the handles and
move your arm back and forth from your
elbow to your wrist. Stop at any sore spots
(trigger points) and repeat step one above.
CONTINUE TO ROLL UNTIL THE TENSION IN YOUR FOREARM RELEASES.

Watch the instructional videos at RolflexPRO.com

Daily Rolflex Pro Golfing Warm Up & Cool Down
ARMS & FOREARMS:

Many golfer’s experience pain and discomfort at the inside of their
elbow at what is known as the common flexor tendon attachment.
This form of tendonitis can be avoided by using the Rolflex PRO for
several minutes a day on both sides of the arm. The Rolflex PRO
eliminates soreness by increasing blood flow to your forearm
muscles before and/or after you play golf.
WRIST EXTENSORS & SUPINATOR (LATERAL ELBOW)

SUPINATOR & FOREARM TRIGGER POINTS

Position the middle of the yellow
roller on the back of your forearm
near your elbow. Keeping pressure
by squeezing the handles slowly
rotate your wrist in small circles.

WRIST FLEXORS & MEDIAL TENDONS

Place the yellow roller at
the inside of your elbow.
Squeeze the handles to
give pressure. Move your
arm back and forth from
your elbow to your wrist.

WRIST EXTENSORS

Position the middle of the yellow
roller at or just above your elbow.
Apply pressure by squeezing the
handles and move your forearm back
and forth through the Rolflex PRO.

ELBOW FLEXOR (BICEPS)

Rotate your arm so that
the middle of the yellow
roller is on your biceps.
Squeeze the handles and
slowly begin to bend and
straighten your elbow.

RolflexPRO.com
BE SURE TO CONSULT YOUR PHYSICIAN PRIOR TO PERFORMING EXERCISES WITH THE ROLFLEX PRO.

